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THE TERANET AUTOMATED
VALUATION MODEL
Automated Valuation
Model (AVM)
The Teranet Automated Valuation
Model (AVM) produces current market
estimates for residential properties across
Canada using advanced mathematical
modeling and Teranet’s national property
information database.

AVMs

Manual Appraisal

Delivery Time

Instantaneous: Real time and available 24/7

Days: Onsite visit and scheduling time

Cost

Significantly lower cost compared to typical
Manual Appraisal fees due to computer based
modeling without manual work

Professional Services charges + costs for
scheduling and onsite appraisal

Risk Mitigation

High quality substitution for Full Appraisal
under the appropriate risk tolerance
parameters

Full appraisal regardless of risk and exposure

Objectivity

Unbiased Predictable mathematical modeling
based on facts

Human bias and potential exposure to fraud

Mass appraisal

Ability to recalibrate large quantity of property
values anytime.

Impractical for portfolio processing.

AVM Use Cases
AVMs can be an invaluable tool to assist financial institutions to manage opportunity and risk across the entire spectrum of lending
lifecycle: from prospecting and acquisition, to funding, to portfolio management, and finally to client retention and growth. Depending
on the situation, an AVM is a very useful tool to replace, supplement and/or audit the traditional appraisal process.
AVMs can also be used as part of more complex risk assessment tools often used by mortgage underwriters and mortgage insurers.
These systems combine the valuation with various forecasting models and techniques to identify and quantify risk

Use Case

Description

Benefits

Customer
Acquisition,
Retention &
Growth

Real time valuation of customers’ real
property assets

Deeper insight into target markets. Additional
dimensions of property value, risk profiles and
equity position.

Mortgage
Preapproval

Estimate clients current home equity
position

Immediate reasonability checks against client ask.
Faster access to current market activity and values.

Collateral
Adjudication

Estimate the potential loan to value as
collateral risk assessment

Immediate LTV determination for faster approvals
or valuation service escalation. Lower costs and
faster turnarounds.

Loan Services

Assessment of available equity of
customers based on property values

Immediate equity position determination improves
your response time and enhances the client
experience.

Mortgage
Insurance

Estimate LTV for determination of
insurance requirements

Real time LTV allows for a smoother workflow with
mortgage insurers and makes your organization
more responsive.

Collections

Estimate potential assets of customers to
determine priority of collection

Prioritize and intelligently manage recoveries
knowing consumers’ real estate ownership &
equity position

Portfolio
Monitoring and
Compliance

Ongoing assessment and reporting of
overall property values in a lending portfolio.

Complete portfolio analysis provides improved
scoring and a more accurate statement of
compliance.

The Teranet AVM Model:
The Teranet AVM model estimates residential resale property values based on property sales pairs; a popular and recognized
approach for determining the market value of a property. This module uses all properties in the neighborhood of interest that have
sold at least twice in the past and thus establish a trend for the rate-of-change of similar and proximal property values over time.
The model then uses that rate-of-change to provide an estimation of the current market value of a specified residential property and
a statistically reliable price range, based on the sales activity of similar properties in the immediate neighbourhoods.
More specifically, it:

Identifies
properties within its
neighbourhood with
the same property type

Identifies all recent
sales of like properties

Eliminates anomalies to
leave a central core of
statistically stable and
consistently comparable
property sales

Selects the most recent
relevant sales from this
consistent group and
produces a valuation

Teranet AVM model produces its valuations from a proprietary national database compiled with data from public, commercial and
proprietary data sources across Canada.
The Teranet national property database is constantly updated with current sales and property information data, which ensures that
our AVM values consistently reflect current market conditions.

Performance Metrics of Teranet AVMs
Typical performance metrics of AVMs include Hit Rate, Comparison against Actual Sales Price and AVM Percentage.

Performance
Metrics

Description

Hit Rate

The percentage of properties with
AVM valuations in a given sample
of subject properties

AVM Output
to Actual Sale
Price

The comparison of the AVM values
against the actual sales prices of
subject properties

AVM
Percentage
Error

The difference between the AVM
values and actual sales prices of
subject properties, expressed as a
percentage of the sales prices

Teranet AVM
77% of AVMs fall within +/- 10% of actual sales price and 85% fall within +/- 15%, both of which fall above acceptable industry limit.

Supporting Tools
& Solutions

A national automated property valuation
(AVM) and fraud detection solution that
allows customers to mitigate fraud and
make stronger underwriting and insurance
decisions.
Available via desktop, direct XML web service
or custom system integration.

Coverage by value of property
Our current AVM model covers:
72% of total property value
in Ontario, Quebec, BC
and Alberta

70% of total Canadian
property value

We expect to cover 90%
of the total Canadian
property value by 2019

72%

70%

90%
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For more information, please call 1-855-787-8439
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